This paper describes the neural machine translation systems developed at the RWTH Aachen University for the De→En, Zh→En and Kk→En news translation tasks of the Fourth Conference on Machine Translation (WMT19). For all tasks, the final submitted system is based on the Transformer architecture. We focus on improving data filtering and fine-tuning as well as systematically evaluating interesting approaches like unigram language model segmentation and transfer learning. For the De→En task, none of the tested methods gave a significant improvement over last years winning system and we end up with the same performance, resulting in 39.6% BLEU on newstest2019. In the Zh→En task, we show 1.3% BLEU improvement over our last year's submission, which we mostly attribute to the splitting of long sentences during translation. We further report results on the Kk→En task where we gain improvements of 11.1% BLEU over our baseline system. On the same task we present a recent transfer learning approach, which uses half of the free parameters of our submission system and performs on par with it.
Introduction
The RWTH Aachen University developed three systems for the German→English, Chinese→English and Kazakh→English WMT19 news translation tasks.
For the language pairs De→En and Zh→En there is a lot of training data available, however it consists partially of low quality data. Therefore we improve our data filtering techniques and the preprocessing of the data. We also studied different settings for the fine-tuning and ensembling steps of the final models.
For the low resource Kk→En task we furthermore make use of additional Ru−En/Kk parallel data, exploiting the similarities between the Russian and Kazakh languages. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe our data preprocessing. Our translation software and baseline setups are explained in Section 3. The results of the experiments for the various language pairs are summarized in Section 4.
Preprocessing
For English, German and Kazakh data, we use a simple preprocessing pipeline consisting of minor text normalization steps (such as removing some special UTF-8 characters), followed by frequent casing from the Jane toolkit (Vilar et al., 2010) . We remove all the spaces in the Chinese data and applied a dictionary to convert traditional to simplified Chinese characters (including quotation marks). The Kk→En experiments also use the Moses tokenizer (Koehn et al., 2007) as an intermediate step.
In this work, we consider two variants of bytepair encoding (BPE): (i) the original approach as proposed by Sennrich et al. (2016) (further denoted as pure BPE) and (ii) the unigram language model (ULM) approach by Kudo (2018) (further denoted as ULM-BPE). We apply the ULM implementation from Kudo and Richardson (2018) (SentencePiece) to segment words into subwords for De→En and Zh→En (Kudo, 2018) . The segmentation model is trained jointly for the De→En task with a vocabulary size of 50k, and it is trained separately for the Zh→En task with a vocabulary size of 32k. For De→En, we use data from CommonCrawl, Europarl, NewsCommentary and Rapid. For Zh→En, we use 12M out of the 25M sentence pairs to train the segmentation model. When applying the ULM-BPE model, we employ a 30-best list for Chinese→English and try differ-ent n-best sizes for German→English explained in Section 4. For Kk→En, we use joint pure BPE with 50k operations unless otherwise stated.
MT Systems
The final systems submitted by RWTH Aachen are based on the Transformer architecture implemented in the Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework for neural machine translation (NMT) (Hieber et al., 2017) which is built on top of MXNet (Chen et al., 2015) .
Our models resemble the 'big' architecture as presented by Vaswani et al. (2017) consisting of 6 layers in both encoder and decoder with 16 heads in all multi-head attention layers. We train our models using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate ranging from 0.0001 and 0.0003. We employ a learning rate scheduling scheme which scales down the learning rate if no improvement in perplexity on the development set has been observed for several consecutive evaluation checkpoints. A warmup period with constant or increasing learning rate was not used. During training we apply dropout ranging from 0.1 to 0.3. All batch sizes are specified on the token level and are chosen to be as big as the memory of the GPUs allows. In case of the utilization of multiple GPUs we use synchronized training, i.e. we increase the effective batch size. In the Kk→En scenarios, the parameters of the word embeddings and output layer projection are shared and 8 attention heads are used throughout the model. Our fine-tuning strategy involves re-starting training with a lower learning rate on an in-domain data set, using the optimal parameters from the larger data set as initialization.
We perform experiments using the workflow manager Sisyphus (Peter et al., 2018) .
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present our results on the three translation tasks in which we participated. We report case-sensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores as well as results on the TER (Snover et al., 2006) and CTER (Wang et al., 2016) measures. All reported scores are given in percentage and the specific options of the tools are set to be consistent with the calculations of the organizers. 
German→English
For experiments on the De→En task we use the Transformer architecture as described in Section 3 with newstest2015 as the development set.
We compare the performance of the SentencePiece implementation of the ULM-BPE to that of pure BPE. For these experiments, we train a system using the same architecture as the 'base' Transformer (see Vaswani et al. (2017) ), but without tied embedding weights, on the data from CommonCrawl, Europarl, NewsCommentary and Rapid i.e. about 6M sentence pairs. We train a baseline with 50k pure joint BPE merge operations same as last year's winning system and try different vocabulary and nbest sizes for the segmentation based on a unigram language model. As can be seen in Table 1 , there are only minor differences in performance. For all follow-up experiments, we use a segmentation based on the unigram language model from the SentencePiece segmenter with a vocabulary size of 50k and unigram language model with a 30-best list since it performs best with an improvement of 0.5% BLEU over the pure BPE baseline.
The main results of the De→En task are presented in Table 2 .
We start with a 'base'Transformer on all parallel data except the ParaCrawl resulting in a BLEU score of 32.6% on newstest2015.
We filter ParaCrawl based on the word-to-token ratio, average-word-length, source-target-length ratio, and source-target Levenshtein distance measures as presented in Rossenbach et al. (2018) . The remaining corpus of 23M sentence pairs is scored using a count-based KenLM (Heafield, 2011) 5-gram language model on the target side and we select the top 50% as described by Schamper et al. (2018) .
We train a 'big' Transformer in the En→De direction and back-translate the deduplicated NewsCrawl 2018 monolingual corpus. This backtranslation system is trained on CommonCrawl, Europarl, NewsCommentary, Rapid and on the 23M sentence pairs from the filtered version of ParaCrawl as well as on 18M synthetic sentence pairs from a back-translated NewsCrawl 2017 corpus. It achieves 31.3% BLEU and 29.9% BLEU on the En→De task on newstest2015 and newstest2017 respectively. To filter out sentence pairs that were copied instead of translated by the system, we apply a filtering method based on the Levenshtein distance between source and target sentences (Rossenbach et al., 2018) . This has further reduced the synthetic corpus size to 15.9M sentence pairs which are used to train our final systems.
We oversample CommonCrawl, Europarl, NewsCommentary and Rapid by a factor of 3 and end up with a corpus of roughly 47M lines (18M oversampled, 1M Wikititles, 16M synthetic, 11M ParaCrawl). Training a 'big' Transformer on this corpus leads to a performance of 36.3% BLEU on the dev set as is shown in Table 2 . Finetuning on the test sets from previous years (excluding only newstest2015 and newstest2017) adds another 0.9% BLEU. We train two models with this configuration and experiment with different ensembles. For our final submission we pick the 3 best checkpoints out of the 2 training runs, apply finetuning to them and use a linear ensemble of them for decoding with a beam size of 12. The final performance of the ensemble is 37.4% BLEU on the dev set and 39.6% BLEU on newstest2019.
Chinese→English
The original Chinese-English training set contains 25.8M sentence pairs. After applying the preprocessing steps described in Section 2, we first filter out 1.1M sentence pairs which contain a large number of illegal characters (on either side). This step is performed using a Gaussian mixture model, which uses UTF-8 blocks as feature vectors and is trained on the Chinese and English development data sets. Then we apply deduplication on both sides, which further removes around 5.8M sentence pairs. From the remaining 18.9M sentence pairs we sampled 12M sentences from each side to follow the SentencePiece approach as described in Section 2. Note that we did not use any additional tools to pre-segement the Chinese data.
We also use the provided Chinese and English monolingual data and apply the same preproceesing procedure. After the filtering, the Chinese and English monolingual data sets contain 27.5M and 52.9M sentences respectively. We train LSTM-based Chinese and English language models on these monolingual data sets, as well as a big Transformer-based Chinese→English translation model on the 18.9M bilingual data set. Note that here the Chinese language model uses characters and the English language model uses sub words. The concatenation of the newsdev2017 and newstest2017 data sets are used as the development set for training. Then we apply the language models to score the Chinese and English training sentence pairs. The translation model is used to decode the entire training set and then we calculate the CHRF score (Popović, 2015) of each hypothesis. Then the remaining 18.9M sentence pairs are further filtered according to the language model perplexities and CHRF scores. Only sentence pairs that satisfy the following three conditions are retained:
• The CHRF score is higher than 0.55;
• The Chinese language model log-perplexity is lower than 5;
• The English language model log-perplexity is lower than 7.
Only about 13.7M parallel sentence pairs from the training data is retained after this round of filtering. The English language model is also used to score the English monoligual data. We randomly sub-sample 10M English sentences from the filtered monolingual data for back-translation. The synthetic data is generated by a big Transformerbased En→Zh translation model trained on the 18.9M sentence pairs, i.e. before the last round of filtering.
We train the following Transformer-based translation models on the final 23.7M parallel sentences (each batch contains 4k tokens if not stated):
1. Transformer big architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) ;
2. Transformer big architecture with 7 encoder and 7 decoder layers, gradient accumulation of 2 batches, which yields an effective batch size of 8k tokens; 3. Transformer big architecture with gradient accumulation of 4 batches, which yields an effective batch size of 16k tokens;
4. Transformer big architecture with BLEU as metric for the learning rate reduction scheme; 5. Self-attentive encoder + LSTM decoder network (Chen et al., 2018 ).
All models are trained for around 14 epochs and during decoding we use a beam size of 16. As can be seen in Table 3 the first four systems show about equal performance while the LSTM decoder stays 0.4% BLEU behind the baseline on the dev set and 0.7% BLEU on newstest2018. Ensembling of the four strongest models provides 1.3% BLEU improvement over the baseline on the dev set.
In addition, we found that there are many long source samples in the test set. As during training we eliminate all samples which are longer than 100 subwords, our system does not perform well in the translation of longer samples. To tackle this problem, we first split all samples, which include '.', '!', '?' or ';' characters, into shorter sentences. If there are still sentences which contain more than 80 subwords, we split them on ',' once, in a way that keeps the lengths of the two separated sentences as equal as possible. This splitting brings up to 1.1% BLEU improvements on newstest2018. The final submitted system achieves a BLEU score of 31.7% on newstest2019.
Kazakh→English
We tackle the low-resource Kazakh→English task by leveraging additional mono-and bilingual data via back-translation, language modeling and transfer learning. Our main results are summarized in Table 4 and we deviate from the system described in Section 3 by using model dimensions of 512 and internal projections 2,048, which we further denote as the base model. A larger variant is used for Systems 4-7 with a model dimension of 1,024. A batch size of 10k words or 8k subwords is used for the smaller and larger models, respectively. This is achieved by accumulating gradients over 4 smaller batches.
In total, we leverage 24M synthetic sentence pairs and over-sample all available Kk−En data to obtain a ratio of 1:4 (authentic:synthetic) for systems 2-3 and 1:2 for systems 4-7. The Kk→En data consists of 224k training samples. For the synthetic data, we make use of the Ru-En bilingual data: the Yandex and News Commentary corpora plus 10M sentences from the UN corpus. Further, the organizers supply a crawled Kk-Ru corpus, from which we remove redundant sentences by using the technique described by Rossenbach et al. (2018) . Finally, 10M sentences are sub-sampled from News Crawl 2017 for back-translation. As in-domain data, we make use of the 2014-2018 Ru-En test sets of past competitions.
The Russian side of the Kk-Ru corpus is translated to English using the small model variant and 50k joint pure BPE operations. The Russian side of the Ru-En corpus is translated to Kazakh by the former setup on the crawled corpus. Backtranslations are generated using a bilingual base model (System 1), i.e. that shares parameters between both translation directions, trained with 20k joint pure BPE operations. The model itself includes 4M back-translated sentences from News Crawl 2017 and is fine-tuned on the News Commentary corpus of the Kk-Ru corpus.
We also experiment with transfer learning as presented by Kim et al. (2019) . In this framework, we train a Ru→En model with non-joint pure BPE vocabularies 1 on the corresponding WMT 2018 translation task. Kazakh word embeddings are then trained on all available monolingual data, processed with 20k pure BPE operations, and are mapped to the same distribution as the Russian embeddings via an unsupervised mapping (Conneau et al., 2017) . Finally, training is initialized with the replaced parameters and fine-tuned on the Kk-En task (System 2+3). We expect a bigger model to perform better on the Ru→En task and therefore transfer better to this task, but time constraints prohibited this.
Fine-tuning on the translated news test sets from the Ru→En task (System 5) improves performance by 0.7% BLEU on the development set but does not generalize to test set improvements. The length penalty and beam size hyperparameters were tuned to maximize the difference of BLEU and TER on newsdev2019 (System 6). Finally, we experiment with adding a 5-gram modified Kneser-Ney language model (Chen and Goodman, 1999) during inference using KenLM (Heafield, 2011 ) (System 7). We perform a log-linear combination and re-run the optimization grid search as before with the additional language model scaling factor. This improves the development set performance but considerably decreases the test set performance. In hindsight, our experimental setup was flawed due to not having unseen test data and therefore overfitting on the development set, clearly seen by comparing Systems 6 and 7.
Conclusion
This paper describes the RWTH Aachen University's submission to the WMT 2019 news translation task. For all language pairs we use the Transformer architecture. Different methods for data filtering, preprocessing and synthetic data creation were tested. We experiment with different segmentation schemes, model depth, language modelling during search and transfer learning. Our De→En system performs on par with our 2018 submission and our Zh→En model shows an 1.3% BLEU improvement over our last year's submission. For the Kk→En system we gain improvements of 11.4% BLEU over a standard semi-supervised baseline resulting in a final performance of 24.2% BLEU on newstest2019.
